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OC99s Website: https://www.oc99s.org

January 2022
January 5—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom
January 19—General Meeting 7pm via Zoom.
Jordin S. will give a presentation on ATC. —->
January 28-29—Winter Workshop hosted by
Fullerton 99s at Knott’s Berry Farm.
February 2—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom
February 16—General Meeting 7pm.
Members’ social & trivia night. Venue TBD.
March 2—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom
March 18-20—Joint fly-in to Yuma, AZ.
April 6—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom
April 7-10—Spring SWS Section Meeting
hosted by Phoenix 99s.
May 4—Business Meeting 6pm via Zoom

Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the
members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®,
International Organization of Women Pilots®, are
represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to
quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/Oc99s

January General Meeting
Please join us for our January general meeting via
Zoom on Wednesday, January 19th, at 7 p.m. Our
guest speaker will be Jordin Schmidt. Jordin is
one of the rare breed who has successfully crossed
over the line from pilot to the world of ATC.
Since most air traffic controllers are not pilots,
Jordin’s background gives him a unique
perspective of the ATC environment as seen from
a pilot’s point of view. Jordin was previously a
CFI at JWA’s Sunrise Aviation, taught ground
school at Orange Coast College, and was recently
hired by the FAA. After training for his new
position in Oklahoma, Jordin has been assigned to
Chicago Air Route Traffic Control Center
(ARTCC) and will be controlling the Chicago
O’Hare, Midway, and FISSK (Oshkosh) arrivals.
Jordin will share with us the process of becoming
an air traffic controller and what happens on the
other side of the radio.

Merry Christmas &
Happy New Year!
Ellis and I have been quite busy
during the holiday season with our
new puppy, Rocco, and we haven’t
had too many chances to fly
recently. Hoping to make flying a
bit more consistent again as one of
my New Year’s resolutions. Maybe
even with the puppy sometimes.
On the 99s side of things, we did a
slight shake up this year on our committees, as a focus for us these days is
getting more involvement from our members. We’ve added some variety
so everyone can find something that works for them. Whether you prefer
fly-ins, social event, education/career pathing, or philanthropy, we will
have it all. I welcome everyone to get involved and suggest joining any
committee you see fit. Our committee chairs are outstanding and would
love the help.
We have some great events coming up like a weekend fly-in, speaker from
ATC who is working at O’Hare, and some fun socials like trivia again.
Can’t wait to see you all there!
With love,
Kelsi

Jennifer Walinowicz: Playing the lip-reading
game “Say Again” with the ladies- lots of laughs!
I loved seeing everyone sitting together and sharing stories.
Sure missed those who couldn’t make it!
Diane Myers: My favorite memory was seeing Jin’s
blinking dress on the sidewalk when I was walking from my
car to the entrance. Best marshaller I have seen!
Cynthia Morris Alvarez: I enjoyed the game and meeting
new members that I had not yet seen before sharing aviation
stories, learning about others careers. Also the Food just
delicious! Couldn’t have been better.
Janise Lambert: I enjoyed the holiday sweaters and being able to see everyone in the same room! “Live”
conversations are the best! Missed everyone who couldn’t attend.
Kelsi Calvillo: My favorite piece was seeing everyone and their significant others being able to catch up in
person again. Also a special thanks to Jin and Darryl for creating such a welcoming atmosphere with
Christmas decor and a fireplace.
Donna Harris: Many thanks to everyone who helped create this special time with new friends, good food,
and fun memories! I enjoyed talking with many of you and hearing your flying stories!
Pam Hengsteler: The roaring yuletide fire presented on the big screen plasma TV gave a feeling of warmth
and camaraderie to the venue. The rosy glow reflected off the faces of us all and added a remembrance of
Christmases past. Lovely evening!
Karen Vaughn: I dearly enjoyed the great food and cozy atmosphere! Mostly, I cherished getting to hug my
precious 99 sisters! I hope everyone has a great Christmas!
Claudia Ferguson: It was nice to speak with old friends and get acquainted with new ones. The food was
delicious - especially the fish! Merry Christmas!
Chris Cox: It was really nice to just get together in person, finally. The food was delicious and the company
was fabulous, you all did an amazing job putting it all together. Thank you so very much.
Jin Conover: It was so fun having a full room and seeing some new faces, but my favorite part was at the end
- the after party if you will - when there were just a few of us left sitting around the table talking airplanes and
life. It also made me smile to see my son come out of his teenager cave and mingle. Love you girls.

New Private Pilot!

~ Kyra Duncan

I am very excited to share that I
received my private pilot’s license
on November 4th. This process
was very long for me and there
were multiple obstacles that I had
to overcome, but the moment
when my DPE told me that I had
passed is the happiest moment in
my life. I had been working on this
achievement for a while and was
so excited that I had finally
completed it and I knew every
minute I had worked toward this
moment was one hundred percent
worth it. My test consisted of a three-hour
oral and a two-hour flight with Andrew Strack.
I was nervous before my test; but I realized
that it wasn’t as bad as I thought it was going
to be. Earlier in my training I had changed
instructors, which was the best thing I could
have done. Having a good instructor
throughout your training is very important and
makes the process easier.

Kyra with her grandpa who was a 16-year
Captain for TWA from 1985-2001

my family members’ footsteps and forging my
own flight path at the same time. My greatgrandfather owned a flight school in northern
California. Their flight school had the first
winner of the AE Scholarship.
My career goal is to become a commercial
pilot, flying international routes for a 121
carrier, while also raising a family. I am very
grateful for the opportunity that I have had to
become a pilot and am so glad I have this
Ninety-Nine community around me to share
this experience.

I’m on my second year as a full-time student
at Orange Coast College working towards an
AS degree in Aviation Sciences. After OCC, I
will transfer to a four-year university to obtain
my bachelor’s degree. I am currently an
assistant coach for my alma mater’s girls’
lacrosse program, where I was formerly a
two-year captain, as well as girls’ cross
country team captain. With four generations of
pilots before me—all men—I am following in

A Note from Jen Phillips
I was accepted into JetBlue’s Gateway
Direct program where I will start January
2022 at Aviator College of Aeronautical
Science and Technology in Fort Pierce,
Florida. I will begin with my instrument
training while earning my associates
degree. Later, I will build time as a flight
instructor and fly for Cape Air. Then after
a few years, I will return to JetBlue—as a First Officer! In Fort
Pierce, I will be a fulltime student and live in a dorm at KFPR
during my time at the college. After eight years with JetBlue,
last week I worked my last flight as a JetBlue flight attendant.
I am excited to take the next step in my airline career.

CONGRATULATIONS, JEN!

New Rating!

~Chris Cox

Hi all it’s Chris Cox, helicopter pilot, with two new ratings under my belt. I finished Commercial this time last year
and rolled right into CFII – that’s right CFII, not CFI (I’m working on that right now).
Commercial rating for helicopters is pretty much the same as fixed wing; tighter tolerances, smoother rides,
cleaner radio calls, more control; basically, private pilot on steroids. I like to try and highlight some of the
differences so here is a big one – pinnacle/off airport landings and max performance take offs. In the hills above
Rose Hills Cemetery (Whittier) there are several landing spots that I believe the Sheriff’s Department leveled out
for training. My first task was to land and take off at each of two different sites. The first site is relatively large, flat
and open, the second site, not so much. (See photos below.) We do a high and low recon of the site and then a
steep approach to a landing; light on the skids and slow lowering of the collective power to avoid slipping and
settling. A max performance take off is used in confined areas with obstacles as in both of these sites. You hover
very close to the ground, pull maximum collective power and execute a straight up climb until clear of the
obstacle(s) then begin forward cyclic to gain airspeed to leave the area. Super
important not to drift in any direction just in case there is not enough power to
clear the obstacle and you need to descend back to your landing spot. Then it’s
regroup and try a different exit from the spot, wait for it to cool off or ditch some
weight, thankfully that wasn’t part of the check ride.
After completing my commercial rating, I immediately rolled into CFII. Changing
seats was very weird. Radios were in the wrong place, I had to learn to switch
hands for the cyclic (attitude) in order to load approaches and change radios
while still monitoring the collective (power) all while under the hood. After
getting that straightened out, then I had to learn to explain it to my “student”, talk
about tongue-tied. It’s one thing to know in your head what you’re doing and even
talking it through while you’re doing it; it’s quite a different thing to stay several
steps ahead of the student and continue to explain things before they need to
happen. So, after all the hoop jumping and re-learning and learning to teach in the
air, I passed my check ride, whew.
So, the big question is why did I do my CFII before my CFI – most people don’t
even realize that you can do it in this order. There are a few really good reasons
why. 1) When I was studying for my instrument knowledge exam (the mother bear
of all exams) I already knew I wanted to get my CFII. The written tests for both
instrument rating and CFII use the same bank of questions so I took my
instrument test on Thursday and my CFII test on Friday and scored exactly the
same on both tests. Covid hit after instrument but before finishing commercial so
with all the delays (quarantines, closures, etc.) it took me a bit to finish
commercial. The written tests are good for two years. I was already at the oneyear mark with covid still happening after my commercial check ride and there
was no way I was going to take that test again, so I started CFII training.
2) Instrument flying is a perishable skill, there are no two ways about it. After I
finished commercial, I still had to knock some rust off my instrument skills and
now that I’m doing CFI I’ll have to go back and refresh again before I teach
instrument. It’s just one of those things that if you don’t use it you will lose it and
have to go back a few steps. So, it was just smarter to put Instrument and CFII as
close together as possible, so I didn’t lose too much.
3) As a CFII I will be teaching students who already know how to fly. They had to
pass their private check ride so there is at least a minimum skill level at that point,
and these are also students that want to do more than just stay at the private level.
So now I’m working on my CFI and honestly, it’s tougher than I anticipated. It
might take a bit, but I’ll definitely let you all know when I cross that finish line.

First landing site

Second landing site

Snow Flight

~ Diane Myers

A er our ﬁrst winter storm on Dec 14, I decided we HAD to do a “snow
ﬂight” - to check out the local mountains—and they were spectacular!
We ﬂew from CRQ parallel to San Jacinto (10,834’) , toward San Gorgonio
(11,503’ - same as our al tude), then around to check out Big Bear.
VERY strong winds, but absolutely NO turbulence!

<—Heading 286, parallel to San
Gorgonio, headwind was 50 kts

<—Big Bear Airport runway & taxiways clear
of snow

Leaving Big Bear we ﬂew over Mt Baldy (10,066’), then to Lancaster for a landing at WJF. We then
departed north to check out snow around Tehachapi—and hundreds of windmills.

<—Mt San Antonio,
commonly known as Mt
Baldy
Baldy Ski Area—>

Pearl Harbor 80th Anniversary

~ Becky Valdez

The Bob Hope USO at John Wayne Airport has been a major source of
support for our traveling military, as well as events on our local bases.
We were fortunate to be able to host nine World War Two Veterans and
their escorts as they prepared for their trip to Hawaii for the 80th
anniversary of the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Many of these men had met
Bob Hope in person and were excited that we were there to support them.
Our local USO gave them a welcome reception at the Bob Hope USO center
and escorted them through security and to their aircraft where they were
given gift bags as a thank you for their service.
One of the men that I met, in particular, was Bryce Jordan. What a delightful man to be able to talk to. He was a
fighter pilot during World War II and went on to be a flight instructor after his service. Bryce told me his favorite
aircraft to fly was the P-51. He said that "when you held onto the stick, you had the world by the tail".
The captain of the United Airlines flight that would be taking these veterans to Hawaii was a female pilot. It was
Pilot Anna's birthday and what a great gift for her to be able to escort these legends to Hawaii.
Local WWII Veterans Head to Pearl Harbor For Remembrance Ceremony

WORLD WAR II VETERANS
FLYING TO PEARL HARBOR

THE USO CONTINUES TO
HELP OUR VETERANS
The Bob Hope USO at John Wayne
Airport has been a major source of
support for our traveling military as
well as events on our local bases.
We were fortunate to be able to host
nine World War II Veterans and their
escorts as they prepared for their trip
to Hawaii for the 80th anniversary of
the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Many
of these men had met Bob Hope in
person and were excited that we were
there to support them. Our local USO
gave them a welcome reception at the
Bob Hope USO center and escorted
them through security and to their
aircraft where they were given gift
bags as a thank you for their service.
One of the men in particular was
Bryce Jordan. What a delightful
man to be able to talk to. He
was a fighter pilot during World
War II and went on to be a flight
instructor after his service.

Bryce told us his favorite aircraft
to fly was the P-51. He said that:
“When you hold onto the stick,
you had the world by the tail.”
The captain of the United Airlines
flight that would be taking these
veterans to Hawaii was a female pilot.
It was also Pilot Anna’s birthday and
what a great gift for her to be able
to escort these legends to Hawaii.

Our very own Becky Valdez helping
Bryce Jordan to the gate. Becky
has been working at the Bob
Hope USO at John Wayne Airport
helping active duty and military
veterans as they journey through
the airport to their destinations. She
said: “It was a privilege and honor
to escort these brave legends as
they made their way to Hawaii.”
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Got Batteries?
All of us know that spare batteries are a REALLY good idea – especially if you’re using
flashlights, hand-held transceivers, noise-cancelling headsets and the like. In my
perusals of safety publications and websites, I have come across some interesting
reports about spare batteries that I’d like to pass along to you. It’s something that
most folks don’t really stop to think about, but you can bet it’s worth taking some
simple precautions about those spare batteries we keep with us when we fly.
Managing even small risks is a smart idea.
The first thing I usually think about when the subject of spare batteries comes up is
that I should remember to CHANGE those batteries on a timely basis.
Even if they sit, they deteriorate, and it’s wise to inspect them periodically
(at least once a year). I learned this lesson the hard way several years ago
when I neglected one of those nice Maglite flashlights, and the batteries
corroded so badly that I had to throw the whole thing out. Ugly!
What I never stopped to think about with respect to all those little 9-volt and AA and
AAA cell batteries is that they can actually provide a potential fire hazard in certain
circumstances. Just tossing them loose into your flight bag or a pocket without
covering up the ends (terminals) is NOT a good idea. The following are a few quotes
from the ASRS (Aviation Safety Reporting System**) “Callback” newsletter, which
prints reports of “incidents” that pilots send in:

“After approximately one hour enroute I smelled smoke. After several
attempts to locate it I discovered the source to be a cotton storage bag on
the rear seat of my plane. There were no flames coming from the bag, just
smoke. The bag was seatbelted in place and I was able to remove it and
smother the smoldering bag. No damage occurred to the aircraft. The
flight continued uneventfully.
“After landing I discovered the source of the fire. I had stored an extra 9-volt battery
in my accessory bag. The battery had been removed from its packaging in case it was
needed for my headsets (spare ready for use). The unprotected battery terminals had
come into contact with the zipper of the cotton accessory bag, shorting the battery and
eventually creating enough heat to burn the fabric around the metal zipper. I was very
lucky to have had ready access to this bag!!
“This situation was easily preventable by leaving the 9-volt battery in its original
packaging and/or using a terminal cover on the battery contacts.”

“Recently, I was changing batteries… and upon removal of an old battery, I put it in
my pocket… In short order, I realized that I had a “hot pocket”… I reached into my
pocket to remove the hot material and discovered the old battery, which was very
warm. I then realized that it had shorted out upon contact with either the foil of my
life savers or the steel in my pocket knife…” [Claudia’s note: A “hot pocket” is a real
thing. I’ve had something like this once when a cheap pocket flashlight shorted out

and got VERY hot in my jeans pocket. I almost burned my fingers getting it out.
OUCH!]

“I was climbing out on takeoff years ago… when I heard a sharp explosion. Turned
around and saw a cloud of light smoke in the baggage compartment.
“I thought the aircraft battery had exploded but alternator output, etc. were normal.
Immediately returned to airport, landed, and removed everything from baggage
compartment.
“After checking aircraft battery, began to empty luggage, etc. Finally found the
remains of the culprit in my flight case. I was using a portable intercom at the time
and had changed batteries (9V alkaline) just before engine start and had thrown the
“discharged” battery into my flight case for disposal at home. It had
shorted out on a metallic piece of the flight case and had exploded,
apparently due to the ignition of a gaseous by-product of the shorted
condition which accumulated in the flight case…
“When we carry 9V alkalines now, they not only have a terminal
protector in place, it is also held on with rubber bands. Hope this word of caution
helps keep the skies (and our bodies) safer.”

“A summary of these battery care “helpful hints”:
 Use terminal protectors on all batteries carried onboard an aircraft, or leave new
batteries enclosed in their original protective wrapping.
 Secure terminal protectors with rubber bands or other devices that won’t
themselves cause a fire hazard.
 Don’t place unprotected spare or used batteries in pockets, flight cases, or other
enclosed spaces that contain metallic objects.

I don’t know about you, but these days, I think twice about just tossing unprotected
spare batteries – even “dead” ones – into a container that would allow them to short
out and possibly start a fire. All the spares I put into my airplane are in the original
package, tightly wrapped in saran wrap (with all the terminals facing one way) or
taped over to protect the terminals. Granted, the probabilities of them actually
shorting out are small, but eliminating even small risks is just being “safety smart”. I
certainly would NOT want to have any of the incidents described above happen to me.
Fly safely!
Claudia Ferguson, Aviation Safety Counselor
San Fernando Valley 99s
© CK Ferguson 2021
**ASRS website: https://asrs.arc.nasa.gov/

Happy January Birthdays!
1 Brenda Jackson
4 Maddy Mearsch
11 Charlene Hengesh
12 Jennifer Allen - Friends of 99s
15 Jinifer Conover
16 Kendall Sinosky
17 Pat Prentiss
20 Barbara Ward
25 Ann Beeghly
25 Diane Titterington-Machado
26 Adrianne O'Brien
30 Tiphani Sach
If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to us at OCNinetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines
Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.
Join us Online
Chapter Website - https://oc99s.org
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com

Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote
Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!" OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through education,
Amazon
Smile
- https://smile.amazon.com
scholarships, and mutual
support
while Link
honoring
our unique history and sharing our passion for
flight.

